
FCM0501 — Física I

11a Lista de exercícios

Conservação da Quantidade de Movimento

Problemas do Capítulo 8 Tipler/Mosca 4a edição:

5. Localizar a coordenada xCM do centro de massa dos três corpos que aparecem na
Fig. 8-46 do livro texto, reproduzida a seguir.

x(m)

0 1 2 3 4 5

1 kg 2 kg 8 kg

9. A massa da folha de compensado esquematizada na Fig. 8-49, reproduzida abaixo,
é de 20 kg. Localizar o seu centro de massa.
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1m

1m
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*11. Um taco de beisebol tem o comprimento L e a densidade linear de massa dada por
λ = λ0(1 + x2/L2). Localizar a coordenada x do centro de massa em termos de L.

18. Dois corpos, cada qual com 3 kg de massa, têm as velocidades v1 = (2m/s)̂ı +
(3m/s)̂ e ~v2 = (4m/s)̂ı − (6m/s)̂, respectivamente. Determine a velocidade do
centro de massa dos sistema. R.: 3m/ŝı− 1.5m/ŝ.

21. Um corpo de massa m está preso a uma mola e pendurado no interior de uma caixa
oca de massa M . A caixa está sobre a plataforma de uma balança que responde
ao peso do sistema.

a) Se a mola arrebenta, a leitura da balança se altera? Explique a resposta.
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b) Admita que a mola arrebente e que a massa m caia com aceleração constante
g. Determine a aceleração do centro de massa, em direção e módulo.

c) Com o resultado conseguido em (b), determine a leitura da balança durante
a queda livre de m.

25. Certo ou errado

a) O momento de um corpo pesado é maior do que o de um corpo leve quando
ambos têm a mesma velocidade.

b) O momento de um sistema pode ser conservado mesmo quano a energia
mecânica não for conservada.

c) A velocidade do centro de massa de um sistema é igual ao momento total do
sistema dividido pela massa do sistema.

32. Duas massas de 5 kg e de 10 kg estão presas a uma mola helicoidal comprimida e
em repouso sobre a mesa horizontal sem atrito. Depois de a mola se distender, a
massa menor adquire velocidade de 8m/s para a esquerda. Qual a velocidade da
massa maior? A massa da mola é desprezível.R.: 4m/s.

34. Uma bomba de massam e velocidade v explode no ar e se divide em dois fragmentos
iguais. No instante da explosão a velocidade da bomba era horizontal em relação
à Terra, e logo depois da explosão um dos fragmentos tinha velocidade de módulo
v, dirigida na vertical. Determinar a velocidade v′ do outro fragmento.R.:2vı̂− v̂

36. Um bloco de madeira e uma pequena arma estão firmemente presos nas expremi-
dades opostas de uma plataforma (massa desprezível) que pode deslizar sem atrito
sobre uma mesa de ar (Fig. 8-53, reproduzida a seguir). A massa da arma é
ma, a do bloco, mb, e a do projétil disparado, mp. A arma está apontada para
o bloco e o projétil, ao ser disparado, tem a velocidade vp em relação a um ob-
servador em repouso na mesa. Vamos admitir que o desvio do projétil em re-
lação à horizontal seja desprezível e que sua penetração do alvo seja pequena.
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CONCEPTUAL PROBLEMS 
FROM OPTIONAL SECTIONS

24 • Describe a perfectly inelastic head-on collision between
two stunt cars as viewed in the center-of-mass reference frame.

25 •• One air-hockey puck is initially at rest. An identical air-
hockey puck collides with it, striking it with a glancing blow.
Assume the collision is elastic and neglect any rotational motion of
the pucks. Describe the collision in the center-of-mass frame of
the pucks.

26 •• A baton with one end more massive than the other is
tossed at an angle into the air. (a) Describe the trajectory of the cen-
ter of mass of the baton in the reference frame of the ground.
(b) Describe the motion of the two ends of the baton in the center-
of-mass frame of the baton.

27 •• Describe the forces acting on a descending Lunar lander
as it fires its retrorockets to slow down for a safe landing. (Assume
the lander’s mass loss during the rocket firing is not negligible.) 

28 •• A railroad car rolling along by itself is passing by a grain
elevator, which is dumping grain into it at a constant rate. (a) Does
momentum conservation imply that the railroad car should be
slowing down as it passes the grain elevator? Assume that the
track is frictionless and perfectly level and that the grain is falling
vertically. (b) If the car is slowing down, this situation implies that
there is some external force acting on the car to slow it down.
Where does this force come from? (c) After passing the elevator, the
railroad car springs a leak, and grain starts leaking out of a verti-
cal hole in its floor at a constant rate. Should the car speed up as it
loses mass?

29 •• To show that even really intelligent people can make
mistakes, consider the following problem, which was asked of a
freshman class at Caltech on an exam (paraphrased): A sailboat is
sitting in the water on a windless day. In order to make the boat move, a
misguided sailor sets up a fan in the back of the boat to blow into the 
sails to make the boat move forward. Explain why the boat will not move.
The idea was that the net force of the wind pushing the sail
forward would be counteracted by the force pushing the fan 
back (Newton’s third law). However, as one of the students
pointed out to his professor, the sailboat could in fact move for-
ward. Why is that?

ESTIMATION AND APPROXIMATION

30 •• ENGINEERING APPLICATION A 2000-kg car traveling at
crashes into an immovable concrete wall. (a) Estimate the

time of collision, assuming that the center of the car travels halfway
to the wall with constant acceleration. (Use any plausible length 
for the car.) (b) Estimate the average force exerted by the wall on 
the car.

31 •• In hand-pumped railcar races, a speed of has
been achieved by teams of four people. A car that has a mass equal
to is moving at that speed toward a river when Carlos, the
chief pumper, notices that the bridge ahead is out. All four people
(each with a mass of ) simultaneously jump backward off the
car with a velocity that has a horizontal component of rel-
ative to the car. The car proceeds off the bank and falls into the
water a horizontal distance of from the bank. (a) Estimate the
time of the fall of the railcar. (b) What is the horizontal component
of the velocity of the pumpers when they hit the ground?

32 •• A wooden block and a gun are firmly fixed to opposite
ends of a long glider mounted on a frictionless air track 
(Figure 8-43). The block and gun are a distance L apart. The system

25.0 m

4.00 m>s75.0 kg

350 kg

32.0 km>h
90 km>h

SSM

is initially at rest. The gun is fired and the bullet leaves the gun with
a velocity and impacts the block, becoming imbedded in it. The
mass of the bullet is and the mass of the gun–glider–block sys-
tem is (a) What is the velocity of the glider immediately
after the bullet leaves the gun? (b) What is the velocity of the glider
immediately after the bullet comes to rest in the block? (c) How far
does the glider move while the bullet is in transit between the gun
and the block? 

CONSERVATION 
OF LINEAR MOMENTUM

33 • Tyrone, a 85-kg teenager, runs off the end of a hori-
zontal pier and lands on a free-floating 150-kg raft that was ini-
tially at rest. After he lands on the raft, the raft, with him on it,
moves away from the pier at What was Tyrone’s speed
as he ran off the end of the pier?

34 •• A 55-kg woman contestant on a reality television
show is at rest at the south end of a horizontal 150-kg raft that is
floating in crocodile-infested waters. She and the raft are ini-
tially at rest. She needs to jump from the raft to a platform that
is several meters off the north end of the raft. She takes a run-
ning start. When she reaches the north end of the raft she is run-
ning at relative to the raft. At that instant, what is her ve-
locity relative to the water? 

35 • A 5.0-kg object and a 10-kg object, both resting on a fric-
tionless table, are connected by a massless compressed spring. The
spring is released and the objects fly off in opposite directions. The
5.0-kg object has a velocity of to the left. What is the veloc-
ity of the 10-kg object?

36 • Figure 8-44 shows the behavior of a projectile just after it
has broken up into three pieces. What was the speed of the projec-
tile the instant before it broke up: (a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (v1 ! v2 ! v3)>4?

4v3 ,v3 >4,v3 >3,v3 ,

8.0 m>s

5.0 m>s
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Problem 36

a) Qual a velocidade da plataforma deslizante imediatamente depois de a arma
ser disparada? R.: mpvp/(ma +mb), em módulo.
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b) Qual a velocidade da plataforma imediatamenete depois de o projétil ficar em
repouso no alvo? R.: 0.

c) Qual o deslocamento do bloco de madeira, em relação à sua posição inicial,
no instante em que o projétil o atinge? R.: mpL/(ma +mb +mp).

37. Um pequeno corpo de massa m escorrega pela face inclinada de um prisma triangu-
lar, de massa 2m, sem atrito, e escorrega depois por uma superfície horizontal sem
atrito. O corpo está, inicialmente, em repouso, à altura h em relação à superfície
horizontal. Determinar a velocidade do prisma no instante em que o corpo perde
contato com ele.

40. Um corpo de 3 kg move-se para a direita a 5m/s, e um outro, de 3 kg, move-se para
a esquerda a 2m/s.

a) Calcular a energia cinética total do sistema dos dois corpos no referencial
mencionado. R.: 43.5 J.

b) Calcular a velocidade do centro de massa do sistema de dois corpos. R.:
1.5 kgm/s.

c) Calcular as velocidades dos dois blocos em relação ao centro de massa. R.:
3.5m/s, ambos.

d) Calcular a energia cinética do movimento dos dois corpos em relação ao centro
de massa. R.: 36.75 J.

e) Mostra que a resposta da parte (a) é maior do que a resposta da parte (d) e
que a diferença entre elas é a energia cinética do centro de massa. R.: 6.75 J.

102. Quando um pêndulo oscila alternadamente num e noutro sentido, o seu momento
se conserva? Por quê? R.: Não.

*111. Uma mulher de 60 kg está de pé na popa de um flutuador de 120 kg e 6m
de comprimento que flutua em repouso na água tranquila. O flutuador está
a 0.5m de distância de um desembarcadouro (Fig. 8-58, reproduzida a seguir).
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95 •• ENGINEERING APPLICATION A rocket has an initial mass
of 80 percent of which is the fuel. It burns fuel at a rate of

and exhausts its gas at a relative speed of Find
(a) the thrust of the rocket, (b) the time until burnout, and (c) the
rocket’s speed at burnout, assuming it moves straight upward near
the surface of Earth. Assume g is constant and neglect any effects of
air resistence.

96 •• ENGINEERING APPLICATION The specific impulse of a
rocket propellant is defined as where is the thrust
of the propellant, g is the magnitude of free-fall acceleration, and R
is the rate at which the propellant is burned. The rate depends pre-
dominantly on the type and exact mixture of the propellant.
(a) Show that the specific impulse has the dimension of time.
(b) Show that where is the relative speed of the
exhaust. (c) What is the specific impulse (in seconds) of the propel-
lant used in the Saturn V rocket of Example 8-19.

97 ••• SPREADSHEET, ENGINEERING APPLICATION The initial
thrust-to-weight ratio of a rocket is where is
the rocket’s thrust and the initial mass of the rocket, includ-
ing the propellant. (a) For a rocket launched straight up from
Earth’s surface, show that where is the initial
acceleration of the rocket. For manned rocket flight, cannot be
made much larger than 4 for the comfort and safety of the
astronauts. (As the rocket lifts off, the astronauts will feel that
their weight is equal to times their normal weight.) (b) Show
that the final velocity of a rocket launched from Earth’s surface
can, in terms of and (see Problem 96), be written as

where is the mass of the rocket (not including the spent pro-
pellant). (c) Using a spreadsheet program or graphing calculator,
graph as a function of the mass ratio for and

for values of the mass ratio from 2 to 10. (Note that the
mass ratio cannot be less than 1.) (d) To lift a rocket into orbit, a
final velocity after burnout of is needed. Calculate
the mass ratio required of a single-stage rocket to do this, using the
values of specific impulse and thrust ratio given in Part (b). For en-
gineering reasons, it is difficult to make a rocket with a mass ratio
much greater than 10. Can you see why multistage rockets are
usually used to put payloads into orbit around Earth?

98 •• ENGINEERING APPLICATION The height that a model
rocket launched from Earth’s surface can reach can be estimated
by assuming that the burn time is short compared to the total
flight time; the rocket is therefore in free-fall for most of the
flight. (This estimate neglects the burn time in calculations of
both time and displacement.) For a model rocket with specific
impulse mass ratio and initial thrust-
to-weight ratio (these parameters are defined in
Problems 96 and 97), estimate (a) the height the rocket can reach,
and (b) the total flight time. (c) Justify the assumption used in the
estimates by comparing the flight time from Part (b) to the time
it takes to consume the fuel.

GENERAL PROBLEMS

99 • A 250-g model-train car traveling at links up
with a 400-g car that is initially at rest. What is the speed of the
cars immediately after they link up? Find the pre- and postcolli-
sion kinetic energies of the two-car system.

100 • MULTISTEP A 250-g model-train car traveling at
heads toward a 400-g car that is initially at rest. (a) Find

the total kinetic energy of the two-car system. (b) Find the
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103 •• A 1.0-kg steel ball and a 2.0-m cord of negligible mass
make up a simple pendulum that can pivot without friction about the
point O, as in Figure 8-53. This pendulum is released from rest in a
horizontal position, and when the ball is at its lowest point it strikes
a 1.0-kg block sitting at rest on a shelf. Assume that the collision is
perfectly elastic and that the coefficient of kinetic friction between the
block and shelf is 0.10. (a) What is the velocity of the block just after
impact? (b) How far does the block slide before coming to rest (as-
suming that the shelf is long enough)? 

6.0 m

120 kg

60 kg
0.50 m
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velocity of each car in the center-of-mass reference frame, and
use these velocities to calculate the kinetic energy of the two-car
system in the center-of-mass reference frame. (c) Find the kinetic
energy associated with the motion of the center of mass of the
system. (d) Compare your answer for Part (a) with the sum of
your answers for Parts (b) and (c).

101 •• A 1500-kg car traveling north at collides at an in-
tersection with a 2000-kg car traveling west at The two
cars stick together. (a) What is the total momentum of the system
before the collision? (b) What are the magnitude and direction of
the velocity of the wreckage just after the collision.

102 •• A 60-kg woman stands on the back of a 6.0-m-long,
120-kg raft that is floating at rest in still water. The raft is 
from a fixed pier, as shown in Figure 8-52. (a) The woman walks to
the front of the raft and stops. How far is the raft from the pier now?
(b) While the woman walks, she maintains a constant speed of

relative to the raft. Find the total kinetic energy of the sys-
tem (woman plus raft), and compare your answer with the kinetic
energy if the woman walked at on a raft tied to the pier.
(c) Where do these kinetic energies come from, and where do they
go when the woman stops at the front of the raft? (d) On land, the
woman puts a lead shot Then, standing at the back of the raft,
she aims forward, and puts the shot so that just after it leaves her
hand, it has the same velocity relative to her as it did when she
threw it from the ground. Approximately, where does her shot land? 

6.0 m.

3.0 m>s3.0 m>s
0.50 m

55 km>h.
70 km>h

a) A mulher caminha até a proa do flutuador e para. A que distância do desem-
barcadouro está agora o flutuador?
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b) A velocidade da mulher, na sua caminhada, é constante e igual a 3m/s em
relação ao flutuador. Calcular a energia cinética do sistema (mulher mais
flutuador) e comparar essa energia com a energia cinética do mesmo sistema,
com a mulher andando a 3m/s sobre o flutuador, porém com este firmemente
amarrado ao desembarcadouro.

c) De onde provém a energia da mulher em movimento, e como se dissipa esta
energia quando a mulher fica parada na proa do flutuador?

d) Em terra firme, a mulher é capaz de arremessar um peso a 6m. Na popa do
flutuador, a mulher aremessa esse peso com a mesma velocidade em relação a
si mesma que no arremesso em terra firme. Onde cai o peso?
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